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THIS GAME!. The quality isn't as good as in the pictures/videos.. why does the demo of the game work on windows 10 but the
game does not work on windows 10. if you have a soultion pleace wright it down in the commmets below.. I LOVE IT !!!! It is
so interesting to take control over huge amount of ships, make missions and do whatever you want with them. Cons : 1# when
you make mission/free roam and add too many vessels to play with, you will not be able to select them because icons are out of
screen.. I haven't played this for a while, but I do love ships, and this sim lets me play around with ships large and small. It isn't a
game as such, there are scenarios which give a variety of tasks to complete - not all of them terribly easy. Some of the physics
can go awry - towing the bulk gas tanker is one where having tugged too hard to get the big devil moving, I couldn't find the
brakes (!), and it ended up pulling my tug backwards. There is a lot in here to enjoy, though, if you have that kind of interest in
things to do with ships - they don't behave like cars, or aeroplanes - everything goes quite slowly until that crucial monent when
a turn or change of rudder or throttle has to be timed to the split second or there will be a bit of a disaster! I find the level of
immersion to be deep and most enjoyable - but I think it requires some research and quite a bit of understanding. Parking the P
and O cross channel ferry in Dover is an example - reverse parking is not everyone's forte. It is possible. but even skippers with
several years sea experience can find it unnerving. If you don't want to have to persevere and reach an understanding of the
physics and hydro dynamics maybe you won't enjoy this sim - but for me, it is by far the best out there at the moment. I'd love
to see a warship game with graphics and physics as good as this has.
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